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Song Girl Finals
Test 15 Hopefuls
Fifteen finalists, elected from a field of 34 in yesterday’s preliminary song girl tryouts, will compete today for five regular spots
and two alternate positions on the 1957-58 song girl team. Today’s
finals will be held in Morris Dailey Auditorium, beginning at 3:30 p.m.
Girls named as finalists are Donna Acuff, Linda Coleman, Dianne
Dober, Dorothy Fairborn, Patti Fischle, Gayle Hansen, Barbara Ker.
korian, Mitzi Kirk, Phyllis MacDonald, Marsha Malatesta, Deanna
Malerbi, Pat Murphy, Gini Petersen, Carol Sandell and LaDonna
Schultz.
A orowd of approximately 400
attended the pseliminaries. The
tryouts were open to the student
body, but voting was limited to
the Rally Committee, the Student
Council and the four class presiA new Student Council conducts dents.
business today at ’2:35 p.m. in the
The candidates made two 30Student Union under the leader- second appearances each, going
ship of Don Ryan, 1957-58 presi- through their routines accomdent of the associated students.
panied by a recording. Some comTop consideration before the peted individually, others in groups
Council will be the recommenda- of two and three.
hone of the Discrimination StuJeri Bullock, who was recently
dent Group. Members of the study appointed head song girl for the
group will appear before the coming year, said the winning woCouncil to explain recommenda- men will be anounced as soon as
tions for elimination of discrimin- the votes are counted after toatory practices in recognized cam- day’s competition. Results of yespus organizations and student terday’s preliminaries were not
housing.
announced by Rally Committee
Also on the agenda is the ap- Chairman Gary Waller until an
pointment of t h e SPARTAN hour after the tryouts ended beDAILY editor and business mana- cause of the large number of balger for the fall semester.
lots cast.
The Council today will open apOther women competing were
plications for Sparta Camp, ac- Jane Battle, Mary Dutton, Jennie
cording to Mrs. Darlene Harris, Lund, Judy Perkins, Barbara AshStudent Union receptionist.
craft, Sandy Barr, Sharon Barry,
New members of the Council Gloria Bartolornie, Lynn Bladgit,
are Sox Kawauchi, corresponding Joan Buchwald, Connie Lamb,
secretary; Chuck Miller, treasur- Trish Lynn, Marilyn Lloyd, Patti
er; Carol Crisler; female repre- Matern, Beverly Nally, Mary Lu
sentative at large; Bev Crawford, Otiegard, Penny Owen, Tish Walsh
junior representative; and Patrick and Bernie Wood.
Women who had signed to try
Maloney, sophomore representaout but withdrew. were Mary
tive.
Other officers elected In the Ap- Eliskovich, Barbara Streb, Barbara
ril 30 -May 1 general election were Tighe and Patti Turk.
members of the previous council.
Ryan served as vice president:
Liz Bell, new recording secretary,
was sophomore representative; Al
Walburg, vice president, was male
representative at large; and Penne McClenahan, senior representative was junior representative.
Daniel V. Flanagan, AFL-CIO
Holdover members on the Council are Karen Brooks, freshman California -Nevada regional direcrepresentative; Jerry McMillan, tor, will deliver the keynote adjunior representative; and Tom dress at the Industrial Relations
Lilee, sophomore representative. Institute’s first annual conference
Council officers were sworn into today, according to Dr. Edward P.
office last night by Curtis Luft, Shaw, Institute director.
"Union Public Relations" is the
Student Court chief justice, at a
Special Installation Dinner, held theme of the conclave, which
opens at the Hawaiian Gardens at
at Original Joe’s,
12:30 o’clock this afternoon. Purpose of the conference, which will
draw labor leaders from all over
California, is to give union leaders
and student members of the institute a chance to discuss the application of public relations prinAdvanced students from the ciples to union activities.
Music Department will present a
Topics to be discussed during
student recital tonight at 8:15 the three -session conference are
o’clock in the Concert Hall of the "Strenthening Public Relations
Music Building.
Through Community Servic e,"
Pianists, instrumentalists and "Labor and the State Legislavocalists will offer a total of 27 ture," and "Written Communicadifferent selections by composers tion and Public Speaking Skills In
such as Handel, Kreisier, Vieux - Public Relations."
temps. Ravel and Chabrier.
All business students also have
There is no admission charge been invited to the conference, Dr.
for the recital.
Shaw said.

New Council
Tackles ’Racial
Topic Today

MUSIC STUDENTS PERFORMScenes’ ’such as these from a
previous Music Festi%al (with the exception of the hand performan(’e) will he re-enacted many times this Friday when some UM
high school and junior college students gather at SJNItor the annual
event. The Festkal has grown so big that it is now dhided Into four
groups: an elementar) school instrumental group, a high school and
junior college instrumental group, an elementar) school %oral group,
and a high school and junior college vocal group. $JS will he host
to the high school and Junior college 1)111ii group. The Festival is
tiponsored by the Northern California Area of the California Musts
Educators Aram.

’Reed’ Begins All-Day
Sale on Campus Today
English majors are manning
five strategically located sales
booths around campus today as
the all -day sale of the annual literary magazine, The Reed, begins. Sales started promptly at
7:30 o’clock this morning and will
continue until the supply of 1200
issues is exhausted.
The 10th annual Reed displays
a variety of material and offers
a cross-section of original campus writing. Included ip this
year’s issue are seven short stories, 12 poems, one critical essay
and one familiar essay.
The purchase price of 25 cents
does not cover the printing cost
per copy since the ASB has appropriated funds to aid cost of
production. Thus each member of
JIM LEIGH
the student body has shared in the
. . . Reed Editor
production of the literary magazine.
magazine was executed by Julia
The cover design of the 44 -page Bolton, senior English major.

Israelis Plan Test
Union Director Of Egypt Suez Block
Delivers Talk
At Conference

Students Offer
Music Recital

Tuggers Protest
Muddy Triad Site
Stanford and California Frosh
refused to hold the three -school tug -of -war in a mud hole, according to Freshman publicity chairman Dave Rowe and the Grand
Triad was transferred to the
smooth and grassy turf.
The Grand Triad, the first to
be held in several years by the
SJS, Stanford, and California
Frosh, will begin at 7:15 p.m. Friday on the Stanford Campus.
Tickets for the event are scheduled to go on sale today in the
Quad. The day will include games
and auction of a school relic from
each school, entertainment provided by the Freshmen and a
dance from 9 p rr. to midnight.

Ten recreation majors were
named by the SJS Frosh to lead
in the games. They are: Joanne
Hottendorf. Terry McKenzie, Sheila Cohern, Virginia Smith, Helena Dacuyan, Carlyne Mentgen,
Bev Baron, Jerry Agrella, Herb
Boyer and John Martin.
Since both Stanford and the
University of California have refused to be dragged in the mud
by SJS the highlight of the day
will be the dance at which Spike
Lynch and his band will provide
the mimic. If the rains don’t come
It will be a dance under the stars,
otherwise it will be held Indoors
in Wilbur Hall’s cafeteria. The
hall is one of the residences for
Si anf,r d freshmen.

TEL AVIV Israel announced
yesterday it will send a ship into
the Suez Canal "in the near future" to test the Egyption blockade of Israeli shipping through
the vital waterway.
The "test ship" plan was announced by Foreign Ministry
spokesman Moshe Leshem in Jerusalem. But Leshem denied reports that the vessel was already
on its way or would sail within
one week.

GAS RATIONING ENDS
LONDON Britain
began dismantling its gasoline rationing
setup yesterday with restoration
of British Suez Canal traffic. But
the political price was a rebellion
in the Conservative party and laborite demands for new parliamentary elections.
The Labor Party introduced a
motion of no confidence in the
Conservative government of
Prime Minister Harold Macmillan
to protest his announcement that
British ships are now free to use
time Suez Canal on Egypt’s terms
IKE SHUNS RESPONSIBILITY
WASHINGTON
President
Eisenhower told Republican Legislative leaders yesterday h e
"would not want to assume responsibility for the security of the
country- if Congress cuts funds
for missiles and aircraft.
The President made this observation at his regular weekly
White House meeting with GOP
Congressional leaders.
RESUME TITO AID
WASHINGTON -- The United
States announced yesterday it is
resuming shipment of military

Speaks Today
Carlene Hahn, president of the
Associated Women Students of
Stanford University, will be guest
speaker at this afternoon’s AWS
meeting in Room 24 at 4:30 p rti.
Stanford and SJS are jointly
sponsoring the state meet of representatives from many California colleges and universities to
be held in the fan.

equipment, including jet planes, t,,
Yugoslavia.
The military shipments had
been halted last summer after
Congress passed legislation saying
all aid to Yugoslavia should be
halted unless President Eisenhower ruled otherwise. The President
subsequently ruled economic aid
should be continued but said Military shipments would be held up
pending further study.

Ed. Honor Prat
Attends Dinner
The SJS, Stanford and local
field chapters of Phi Delta Kappa,
education honor fraternity, will
attend a dinner at 6:30 o’clock
this evening in the basement of
the Student Union.
Following the.dinner, the Occupational Therapy Department will
stage a closed-circuit TV demonstration showing treatment for
hemiplegia and niultiple sclerosis.
The audience will watch the show
In Room 118,

Bank Economist
Lectures Today
Pertinent economic problems
will be discussed in a lecture today at 10:30 a.m. in the Education Lecture Hall, Room 53. by
Dr. Robert S. Einzig. assistant
vice president of the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco.
The lecture. ’Monetary Policy
in the Business Cycle," is open to
students and faculty.
Dr. Einzig has been a financial economist at the Federal Reserve Bank since 1951. He became
assistant vice president of the
Reserve*Board in 1956. lie was
previously a member of the faculty at Wayne University and the
University of Michigan.
The lecture is sponsored by Die
economics staff of the Social Rderre Dl Vision,

Vocalist s Sing Friday
In Bay Area Festival
Senior Ball
Will Be Open
To All Students
Open to the entire student body,
the Senior Ball will be one of the
final events of the year, with the
band of Les Brown supplying. the
dance music and entertainment.
The Ball will be held at the Bay
Meadows Turf Club in San Mateo Friday, June 7.
Members of the Senior Class
Council and the Ball committee
have stressed that everybody is
eligible to purchase a bid to the
Ball and no ASB card is needed.
Brown and his "Band of Renown" have’ become one of the
leading bands in the United States
and for the last three years the
organization has received several
first place honors in leading magazine polls, such as Downbeat.
Metronome and Billboard.
Bids for the Ball will be available in the Outer Quad beginning
next week and will be on pale until the day of the dance.
Seniors who have paid their activity fees may pick up their bids
for the formal Senior cotillion in
the Student Affairs office, Room
16.

Co-Itec Plans
AffairsTonight
Folk dance instruction and a
bridge -type volleyball tournament
will highlight tonight’s Co-Rec activities in the Women’s Gym from
7:30-10 o’clock.
Judy Basich, senior physical education major, will give folk
dance instruction to beginners,
intermediates and advanced dancers.
The volleyball tournament will
be played as a bridge tournament
Is set up. The winning team on
court one stays on court one. After each game, the other winning
teams move up one court and
the losers either stay where they
are or move back to the last
court. At the end of the tournament the team on court one is
the winner.

Approval Deadline
Fast Approachin,,tr
Final interview deadlines for
students who must have teachereducation approval to enroll in education courses next fall are fast
approaching, according to Miss
Marie Kaltenborn, credentials secretary.
Tomorrow Is the deadline for
speech and drama majors, next
Wednesday and Thursday are the
last days for natural science majors, and interview deadline for
junior high credential majors is
May 29.
Additional deadlines will he posted on the bulletin board outside
the credentials Office, Room 120.
-

_
Japan Movie

Dr. Jay Mocullough, assistant
professor of philosophy, will show
a movie on Japan tonight. 7.30
o’clock, at a meeting of the Sane& Club, Buddhist philosophy
group. in Room 119 of the Main
Building, according to Mae Hash imoto, publicity chairman.
The public is Invited to attend.

Some 4,000 high school and junior college vocalists will be on
campus Friday to participate in this year’s Bay Area Division of the
statewide Vocal Festival.
This section of the Festival is open to choral groups, glee clubs,
small ensembles, and soloists. Each group will compete only against
similar groups in the same class. Classes are determined by the number of students attending the school which the group represents.
A panel of three judges listens to each performance and rates
it according to a scale %Melt runs
from a top rating of superior,
through excellent, good, and fair.
that no one group or
This
soloist actually "wins."
Performances will be held in
the Concert hall of the Music
Building, the College Theater in
the Speech and Drama Building,
Possible action against campus Room 125 of the Music Building
bicycle riders was considered yes- and the Education Lecture Hall,
terday by the Student Court when formerly the Little Theater.
Chief Justice Curtis 1.uft asked
Santa Clara County area musihis new justices for suggestions cal groups who will take part in
on how to make the court inure the Festival are the Campbell
effective.
High School A Cappella Choir.
Newly elected Senior Justice the Mountain View High School
Suzanne Slater asked about pos- A Cappella Choir, the Live Oak
sible action against the bicycle High School Chortle from Morgan
riders. She stated that she had Hill, the Abraham Lincoln Nigh
received several complain t School Choir of San Jose, Willow
against bike riding on campus.
Glen High School A Cappella Choir
Luft also entertained sugges- of San Jose, the Mountain View
tions on revamputg the Preferen- High School Mixed Chorus, and
tial system of voting and estab- the Cubberly Senior Ifigh School
lishing a Court policy to handle Choir of Palo Alto.
drinking violations and parking
Small ensembles from this area
violations.
will be the Girls Trio from MounSenior Justice Ron Ortland and tain View High School, the MadJunior Justice Barbara C. John- rigal Singers from Willow Glen
son were appointed to draw up a !Ugh School, the Girls Triple Trio
questionaire to be sent to other from Sunnyvale and the Girls
colleges, inquiring about court Trio and Boys Quartet from Campolicies.
den High School, Cambrian Park.
Junior Justice Bill Bjorge voiced
SJS has been host for this part
objection to the present preferen- of the Festival for the past three
tlal system of voting. He said that years and was host regularly behe does not feel that a method fore WWII. Thomas F Eagan, as which allows candidates to win on I sociate professor of music, is in
second and third choice votes 15 chargeof arrangements for the
fair.
i Festival.

Student Court
May Prohibit
Campus Biking

Book Store Progresses
Despite Poor Weather
**Work on the second story of
the Bookstore Is moving along
very well in spite of bad weather,"
Harry Weinroth, Bookstore manager, said yesterday.
Outside work on the $74,449
project should be completed within a month, Weinroth reported.
The structural steel framework
has been installed and the brick
on the northeast corner is being
laid now lie said.
Major work remaining to be

done on the outside by Nielson
and Nielson, contractors, is the
sealing of the new roof and installation of the stucco and planter walls. Kept inside by bad
weather Monday, one crew chopped most of the hole for the el*.
vator shaft, Weinroth said,
Weinroth looks for completion
of the project by Aug 15. Work
began last month on the second
story, contents of which have not
i been decided as yet.

Names Chairman
For ’Ugly’ Quest
Gary Waller, Rally Committee
chairman, yesterday named Dick
Sargent as chairman for the Sixth
Annual Ugly Man Contest, slated
for next Wednesday through Friday.
Waller also announced that the
deadline for entries has been extended to tomorrow, saying that
he believes "every house on campus will enter a candidate Some
living groups will probably combine on their entries."
Ballot blanks have been dia.
tributed to all sorority, fraternity
and independent housing group.
Completed forms should be left in
Box R in the Student Union.
Two tmphles will he awarded.
One will co to the winner and one
to his sponsoring group. The

awards will he presented at the
Rally Committee following the
contest.
Votes for the contest will be in
the form of pennies placed in jars
representing the ugly man candidates. The jars will he placed in
a Rally Committee booth to be
set up in the Outer Quad.
Proceeds from the contest wili
go to a campus project to be
named in the near future.
Switching to the election of
Rally Committee executive officers, Waller said nominations for
the offices will be accepted at the
executive committee and Rally
C,immittee meetings next Tuesday
ant Wed nes ii a y, respectively.
Eight officers will be elected at
the Wednesday Meeting.
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMOU-S

by Dick libber
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The many ultra sidewalks now
being constructed on campus have
prosed to be a boom to Spartan

Take Care We Don’t Sacrifice the Sky for This Year’s Model
Up here in the journalism barn, outside north
sky windows, they’re planting a second floor on a
retail store.
It’s growing quickly, a framework of red, steel
stalksteel that inexorably will shut out the sky
as they fill the framework with walls.
That sky has been outside those windows for
the goings and comings of many past journalism
students, and before them, music students.
We mourn its passing.
We are not saying that either journalists or
musicians received inspiration from it: but it was
nice to look at, and if we got in one corner of the
room we could see the hills.
And once, through the windows of this building, we could see an acre of green grass where
people sat out in the sun and invited their souls.
There were some tall trees, with thick, black
branches that sometimes shook. When they did we
knew a wind was rising outside.
It used to build clouds.
But then they obliterated the grass and sky.
We saw them turn the grass under greasy yellow
earth. Then they started with steam, hisses and
night lights. It was technology on display. A lot of
people watched. People with slide rules under their
arms.
The poets crept away.
And now, that they’ve replaced the sky with
more Spartan Shop, we cannot even see the magnificent new classroom building from our windows.
This is not the way to win plaudits from the
press.
School has changed its raiments somewhat since
teacher and pupil sat astride a log with their feet
on the ground and sky above.
And there was a man many centuries ago who
sat in a stone prison and +Alked to his pupils about
pleasure and pain and of how we should keep it
simple.
One thing about cold stone and the sky above:
It never lets you forget what you are.
No really evil things that men do to each other
are first hatched under the open sky, but rather
in buildings.
There is no correlation between the size of the

building and the size of the evil.
This is also true of the good.
And so we come back to the log, and the
teacher and pupil sitting ’astride it, knowing what
they are and trying to discover what they are for.
This quest is really the only important thing
and must not be lost sight of among the stone
pillars of new buildings. Vocationalism is beneficial
in moderation, as those teachers of long ago said
of all things.
The buildings must be only an adjunct to the
log, so that the teacher may have many pupils in-,
stead of one: so that all may come to the well of
wisdom and drink.
The problem today is for the school to retain its
integrity and serve the millions as truthfully and adequately as if served the one.
This is the meaning of that great American
word -progress." It means increase by geometric
progression.
Perhaps it is valid.
Some say it is not. We must stop the school
from becoming what they say it will become:
A diploma mill.
A state institution for megalomaniacs.
General Motors Co. all over again, except
without even the superfluous new models each year.
These iconoclasts forget that college expansion
is a means to an end. The end is the defeat of
ignorance in all men and the spreading of the love
of truth, which is knowledge.
The accomplishment of this end is to be a very,
very difficult thing to do. It will mean changing
concrete for grass. It will mean shutting out a little
sky and buildings, a few freeways in the inner quad.
The difficult part will be not to shut out too
much of the sky, and to remember that the poets
are on our side, too.
In this way we can keep that old well of wisdom
pumping freely as the increasing hordes of the
truly thirsty crowd around it.
If they are not thirsty, make them thirsty. Sell
it to them.
Look what advertising did for the Spartan Shop.
That’s what we know how to do here in America.
B.H.
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AEC Selects U.C.
LOS ANGELES (UPI
The
University of California campus
, here has been selected as one of
I six institutions to participate in
the Atomic Energy Commission’s
nuclear reactor specialist training
I program. The program is designed to meet growing personnel demands by government and private
industry for nuclear reactor programs. It is an expansion of a
program initiated at the Oak
I Ridge National Laboratory in
1950.’
I
I

,
A four-volume history of SJS
clubs and organizations has been
assembled by the college Centennial sub-committee under the supervision of Mrs. Mildred G. Win, tees, assistant professor of history.
, and committee chairman.

or

Stanford Students Purc hase Tr -Pacer
By ROZ BERTHo1.1)
have the latest radio and navigaA recent "Life" magazine feat- tional equipment suitable for upured a new Piper Tri-Pacer which to-date flight instruction.
.
is a replica of the plane being
The Stanford paper claims that
purchased by the Stanford Flying the average student can learn to
Club, according to the "Stitzdord fly this plane in eight hours.
Daily."
WORDS OF WISDOM
The four-place plane will cruise
The "Cougar Echo". Taft Colat 125 miles per hour and will
lege. prints the following little
words of wisdom:

HOLLYWOOD
STUDIO
and Camera Shop

Two amateur riders nearly created a calamity recently with a
two -man bike that they had difmanipulating. (They
in
ficulty
almost knocked .off a gross of
students. Takes practice.
We’ve heard of two ear families hut this one takes the
A ear parked on 10th and WHY
Ilani last week. which Is fairly
client’ for an 8:30 a.m. (lass. The
driser looked at hie watch.
Jumped out and opened the
trunk, and pedalled off OR
sleek two -wheeler. Four speeds

GRADUATION
PORTRAITS
I

41 NorHe First
CY 24940
,

forst a rd. yet.

Aero Expert Sees
Mass Air Travel

"It’s always a maxi idea to keep
your words soft and sweet, because you never know when you
ITHACA, N.Y. (UP) - - T. P. will have to eat them.
Wright, vice president for re"Feminine compliment: My
search at Cornell University and dear, what a perfectly stunning
president of the Cornell Aeronaut- gown! Didn’t they have it in your
ical Laboratory in Buffalo. N. Y., size?"
predicts that there will be mass FOR JOURNALISM MAJORS
air transportation within 10 or 15
And the "Collegian", Stockton,
years.
Calif.. Prints the following poem:
The former Civil Aeronautics
"I love the paper,
Administration administrator enI think it’s swell.
visaged a substantial use of pasThe day it comes out
senger aircraft with vertical takeI run pell mell
off and landing capabilities in 20
To get my copy
years as well as some planes with
And read each line.
supersonic criuse speeds of 1125The columns and stories
1500 miles per hour.
I think are fine.
Wright said there will be a 12
I laugh at the jokes.
per cent increase per year in UniI read all the ads,
ted States air travel through 1960
When I praise the paper
an increase to 35 billion passenI scorn at those who laugh
ger miles, and an increase to 64.5
I’m really loyal
billion passenger miles by 1965.
I’m on the STAFF."
He said world travel would increase by 17 per cent by 1965.
The 18 member Faculty Council
Changes which took 25 to 50
years to accomplish a century ago, is composed of teachers with a
he said, can take as little as five rank of instructor or above, teayears now. Transportation by air, chers with the rank of assistant.
non-professional
heads,
Wright added, has the potential of division
excelling all other forms not only librarians and professional memin speed, but also in low cost, bers from campus offices and the
safety and comfort.
business staff.

ire

(A.thor of "Barefoot Boy With Cheek, ate

THE TIIUNDERING MARCH
OF PROGRESS
Today, as everyone knows, is the forty-sixth anniversary of the founding of Gransmire College for Women
which, as everyone knows, was the first Progressive
Education college in the United States.
Well do I recollect the tizzy in the academic world
when Gransmire first opened its portals! What a buzz
there was, what a brouhaha in faculty common rooms,
what a rattling of teacups, when Dr. Agnes Thudd Sigafoot, first president of Gransmire, lifted her shaggy head
and announced defiantly, "This here is no stuffy, oldfashioned college. This here, by gum, is Progressive
Education. We will teach the student, not the course..
:here will be no marks, no exams, no requirements. We
will break the iron mold of orthodoxy, hey."
Well sir, forward -looking maidens all over the country
cast off their fetters and came rushing to New Hampshire
to enroll at Gransmire. Here they found freedom. They
broadened their vistas. They lengthened their horizons.
They unstopped their bottled personalities. They roamed
the campus in togas, leading ocelots on leashes.

And, of course, they smoked Philip Morris. (I say
"of course"? I say "of course"
because it is a matter of course that anyone in search
of freedom should naturally turn to Philip Morris, for
Merria-is-a-natur_al_aznolce_math_no filter to get
in the way of its true tobacco taste.)
"of course." Why do I say

But all was not Philip Morris and ocelots. There was
work and study too - not in the ordinary sense, for there

ilKe the course aged i38.$te Z7oZor all
Take, for example, the course called H.M.S. (Basic
Skills
R.M.S. was divided into L.D. (Lying
Down), S.U. (Standing Up) and W. (Walking). Once
the student had mastered L. I). and S.U., she was taught
to W. - but not just to W. any old way! No, sir! She

Motor

was taught to W. with poise, dignity, bearing! To inculcate a sense of balance in the girl, she began her exercises
by walking with a suitcase in each hand. (One girl, Mary
Ellen Horgenicht, got so good at it that today she is bell
captain at the Dinkler-Plaza Hotel in Atlanta, Georgia.)

When the girls had walking under their belts, they
were allowed to dance. Again no formality was imposed.
They were simply told to fling themselves about in any
way their impulsem dictated, and believe you me. it was
quite an impressive sight to see them go bounding into
the woods with their togas flying. (Several later joined
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Many students have managed to
solss the parking problem by purchasing a two -wheeler. This mode
of transportation takes one right
to class and beats the cost of everincreasing benzene. Pretty soon.
some bright engineering student
will open a bicycle shop across the
street and make a million while
the rest of us sweat it out. This
growing craze may even lead to
the construction of bicycle racks
on campus.

are double ring ceremonies!)
Note that each of the eight rings harmonires,
one with another. There are massive rings for the
groom. And the bride’s rings may be selected in a
delightfully restrained Tiffany effect, or with extra
diamonds as desired. Rings may be had in choice
of 14K yellow with I ak. white go14-or entirely
An 151( white gold. Either is smartlyleffectite.
Whether for a coming wedding. of for husband
and wife to purchase rings such as they always
have wanted, see the ((ermeine" SCUM yours on
contenient credit at Partnr.5. Open an account.
NO DOWN PAYMENT, no extra credit charge!

TaffetaOR

Superior Emblem Co.
:89 PARK AVENUE at LOCUST

Sunday AM.

The other day ;se oserheard
one cyclist stay to another as
they were threading their at’s)
among pedestrian;. "It’ll be better when we hit the freeway."

The basely "Germaine series, as all good things,
comes in threes -two nags for the bride and one
for the groom. (Four out of five weddings today

UNIFORMS

tells. Half Sites. Regulers
and Juniors
Some discontinued styles
Z.";
in
Dacron
White Rein
Seersucker
w4iff;

Defy

Exquisite matching rings
for bride and groom

Smith Third & San Salvador
Roe ...11 AS/ Tues.. Wed

.421

Opn

were no formal classes. Instead there was a broad
approach to enlarging each girl’s potentials.

CAMPUS
LAUNDERETTE

NURSES
DOCTORS
BEAUTICIANS
o WAITRESSES

Service

cyclists.

Germaine Series

Walt levier
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Jim Cohun
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MinutMen

American Car Wash Co. Inc.
21 NORTH FIFTH STRUT

the U.S. Forestry Service.)

CHARGES

There wan also a lot of finger painting and gourd
rattling and sculpture with coat hangers and all like that,
and soon the fresh wind of Progressivism came whistling
out of Gransmire to blow the ancient dust of pedantry
oft curricula everywhere, and today, thanks to the pinneers at Gransmire, we are all free, every man -jack of us.

UP TO A YEAR
TO PAT!

If you are ever in New Hampshire, be sure to visit
the Gransmire campus. It is now a tannery.

ittYC

, Allpare"ivrieelt Prileral To,

Open Thursday
Until 9 P.M.

9 1 S O. FIRST STREET
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Spikers Renew
Feud at Fresno

Novice Oral Data

By RANDIE E. POE
After Ising svhiplaslied 85-96 in State earlier this year, the SJS
’a double dual meet with Fresno spike squad renews its grudge
feud with the Bulldogs Saturday
in the State College ChampionCallaway’s Crystal ships at Fresno.
Creamery
Heats begin in Ratcliffe Stadium at 6 p.m.; finals open at 7:30
Fountain: Breakfast, Lunch,
p.m.
Dinner
7th & E. Santa Clara
In the highlight tussle Rapid
Ray Norton takes another swipe
at FSC flash Mike Agostinl,
with Los Angeles State’s Jim
Barks and Spartan Garfield Finley also in the sprint fray.
Norton’s feet echoed a slick
STUDIO
beat in the first heat of the West
Coast Relays Saturday. He broke
RONALD
NANCY
out of the blocks even with Bobby
REGAN
DAVIS
Morrow (no small feat), finishing
in
strongly in second place, two
strides in arrears of the unstop"HELLCATS OF
pable Abilene star.
THE NAVY"
Then came the finals. Rapid
plus
Ray popped his head Into the
air after the first tno steps, and
THE BURGLAR"
by then, Morrow, Leamon King,
Jayn Mnnifield
Agoortini, and Ken Dennis were
on their way. It’s impossible, of
course, to spot the big-leaguers
yardage and then whip them.
"Something was mechanically
CV. -7 -30
0
wrong," offered Coach Bud WinCompare Italian and Amrican
ter, "with the first 20 yards of
Made Films
Both Starring
Ray’s race in the finals. But don’t
ANNA MAGNANI
relegate this boy to the boneyard.
"BELLISS1MA"
He’ll be one of the great ones."
plus
In less than a year, sophomore
"THE ROSE TATOO"
Norton has been thrown into comWith Burt Lancaste:
bat with the world’s best.
His clockings were :9.7 in
both races; Morrow thundered
EL RANCHO
:9.5 and :9.4.
Deb0,11.1
Robert
The Spartan 900-yard sprint re)(Pr:
MitchUrn
lay team again received the FresHEAVEN KNOWS. MR. ALLISON’
no shaft.
pius
SJIS was forced to run in the
"OH, MEN! OH, WOMEN:"
seventh lane, along with OcciGmger Rogers
dental (Abilene Christian and
second -place Fresno state had
the first two lanes), whirls
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
meant the Spartans ran at least
Dean
Anna Marie
time feet further than the other
MA04,
Alberghefti
-TEN THOUSAND BEDROOMS"
teams.
plus
In addition, Oxy’s Rudy Alston
"THE SHRINKING MAN"
accidentally cut in front of Norton
Rrandy Stuart
Grant Williams
on the anchor leg, which cost San
W
Short: "Hold Your Horses"
Jose a minimum of three yards.
Still, despite this extracurricular clamor, the locals finished
fourth in :91 3, topping such outUNION 1- 3 ore
fits as Stanford. UCLA. and USC.
Shirley
Gordon
Wes (Mulekick) Bond, setting a
MacRae
Jones
new school standard in the 5000
"OKLAHOMA"
meters, was in 96th place after
plus
the first lap. He passed all but
"LAND OF THE /IDLE"
three men in the rugged chase.

- Show Slate -

SSLAIG2A1TOGLAI.

MAYFAIR
Jeff
Jeannie
Chendln,
Crain
"THE TATTERED DRESS"
plus
"THE SHRINKING MAN"
17Minute Short "Howdy Partner"
A trip to Las Veges

awns
HEMIEDy mounts

96fSlUIFERn8nDo (4.2.150
RENT A TYPEWRITER
SPECIAL STUDENT
RATE. 3 MONTHS

$i 2

THE NICEST PEOPLE
are our customers:

OPEN
MON.
THURS.
’TIL
8 P.M.

3

enjoy the peak of
fdshion in every season
by renting complete
formal outfits.

35 So. 4th St.

7
4
2
0

The Tuxedo Shop
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Only three games will be played
this afternoon in Intramural Lea-1
gue softball action, according to
he official softball schedule.
Today’s contests:
The Anemic Nine will be host to
the Spartan Hal! Spastic’s on Spartan Varsity Field beginning at 4’
o’clock. The second game on the
same field will match the 403’
Club against honk: team Pi Kappa
Alpha at 3:15 o’clock. In the third
scheduled game, the IFT
will play the Diamond Dub,.
4 o’clock on the Spartan Ft
This season’s schedule will be
completed on the third week of
play with the Intramural League
championship slated for the first
week in June. On Thursday, May
30, the winners of the two fraternity leagues will play for the
1FC championship.

BLATT’S MARKET
Corner 8th & Williams
Meats, Groceries,
Magazines, Drugs
and Sundries

Ike Confesses Bad Golf Game
GETTYSBURG. Pa. -- (UP) -President Eisenhower confessed
today that his golf game has been
lousy since his heart attack in
1955.
The President put his weekend
house guest, British Field Marshal Viscount Montgomery, on a
plane for Washington and then
motored to the Gettysburg Coun-

CAPHER will meet this evening
at 5:30 o’clock in the Women’s
Gym for a barbecue, recreation
and introduction of officers.
Eta Mu Pi will meet today at
2:30 p.m. at Club Almaden for a
steak barbecue and swimming.
Gamma Alpha Chi will meet
today at 3:30 p.m. in Room J105
to go over the constitution.
’
Inter-Fraternity Council will
meet this evening at 7 o’clock at
the Kappa Tau House.
International Students Organization will meet today at 3:30
p.m. in the Green Room of the
Speech and Drama Building for a
cabinet meeting.
Occupational Therapy will meet
Saturday at 1 p.m. in Alum Rock
Park for the annual barbecue.
Those interested in going should
sign up in Room 1172 by Thursday. You can get tickets from
any member.
Phi Alpha Theta will meet tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. in Room J3
for spring election -ofeffieers.Pre-medical Society will meet
Friday evening at 8 o’clock at the
Steven’s Creek Dam for the annual picnic. Members are asked
to sign up on the sheet outside
of Room Sc222. Please indicate
guests.
Sigma Delta Pi will meet this
evening at 6 o’clock at Alum Rock
Park for a picnic. People needing
transportation. meet at Student
Union at 5:30 p.m.
Student V pledge-petition committee will meet tonight ,at 7
o’clock for progress report and
training session. All members and
volunteers are urged to attend.
Sangha Club will meet this evening at 7:30 o’clock. Di’. Jay McCullough will be guest speaker.
He will snow films he took in
Japan.
Tau Delta Phi will meet this
evening at 7:30 o’clock in the
Tower for election speeches.

RANDIE

E.

Intoxicated men interrupt the floor show to argue the merits of
Morrow vs., King and Agostini. Bars advertise a wicked mixture ’
labeled the "Relays Special."
hroads ankle along the streets, hoping to crash
into a track star. .1, blonde stops you at $ a.m. to ask cs here’s the
Hotel Califernia.
Jerome Walters tells you in a cafe that he sure hopes it doe’.;i
rain "because I haven’t had a good workout this year." Then, he trio .
out and comes within a whisker (4:00.5) of running a four-minute
mile.
Light rain beats down on your box lunch and the boys in the press
box hustle for cover. The bulk of the crowd, however, sits still, protecting their skulls with folded papers.

How Good Is This Boy...
A sharpie in a nitespot Introduces hiniself as a representative
of a Dayton auto firny lie flies to all the big meets, and when he
discovers you’re from San JOSP, he wants to know "how good la this
boy Norton?" They’ve heard of Rapid Kay in Ohlo.
Even the card games and dirty jokes give way to track talk. Th,
Milwaukee Braves are making faces at the St. Louts Cards on ’I".
but the argument is about the hot distance medley race at the Rea:
The elevator boy cuts you with "Oh, so you’re the guys from San
Jose who caused all the trouble." Signs on Saturday trumpet, "Gone
to Relays."
A noisy party in Room 731 continues way into the night while the
Spartan sprint team tries vainly to sleep. The Relays arc a time
when
Alexander Fiodorvich Kerensky,
,ne only man ever to head a
1,Treseratic regime in Russia, is
’low a lecturer at Stanfeid

A lovely
Corsage
from

BAKMAS
10th

HOUSE OF FLOWERS
& Santa Clara CY 2-0462

PARKING
PROBLEM?
If Late For School
We’ll Park It For You

STATE
SHELL SERVICE
ACROSS FROM STUDENT UNION
FOURTH & SAN FERNANDO

Fisherman’s Harbour
in the Harbour
Connecticut Hills
Country Holiday
Winter in New England
October Sunshine

Schooner

.Sale an Frames
mahogany
oak
pine
maple
gold and silver leaf
5 7
7,1
6.9
11 ,14
8.10
10,12

50c to $1.00

The West Coast Relays, the first stop on California’s majorleague track circuit, are again history.
Abilene’s Bobby Morrow, the Texas cotton farmer, left the indelible print of his cleats on Fresno’s fast clay oval, just as most of the
16,000 spectators presumed he would.

Interrupt Floor Show

For the Dance . . .

reproductions of
Ted Kautzky oil paintioRegular $6
To sell at $1.95 cad,

POE

But for sustained excitement, you can’t top a spectate like the
Relays.
Something happens to a city during the Relays:
Horns loot unnecessarily in the streets. Track chatter
pletely d
hullos the hotel lobby conversations. Country hicks stroll
the sidewalks in their Big Bens and taxis go after pedestrians as
if they were so many pins In a bowling alley.
It’s a time when Morrow and Bob Gutowski make the front page.
For news come] fling Ike’s letter to Dulles- please sec Page 12.

Oaf Of ibis
Rest
er140 11,0,1, Duwww
11.4149UKTS A SPECIALTY
PRIVATE PARTY ROOMS
CY 3.1112 Os Ilioaticos N 01 Jwiiio

:2(1 x 26 beautiful, colored

the BENCI IWARMER
By

HAVENLY FOODS

Special Sale

try Club for an early afternoon
round of golf.
After hitting several practice
drives between 130 and about
200 yards. the President tossed his
club into his bag and told bystanders:
"Since I’ve been sick, I have
never had a really good golf
game."

MEETINGS

2 Blocks off Campus
112 S. Second St.

CY 2-1447

OPEN TIII RSDAY NIGHTS ’TIL

Look lo the ",kies
For .111

in.!, Career!!

Dislike Routine? Then you should consider a career in
Av as a United Air Lines Stewardess.

Want to Travel? I

oiled Air Lines serves all of the West,
England and Hawaii, mutt will be able to
sisit such cities as Boston. New )1 uric. Washington.
D.C., Chicago, Detroit, Denver. Salt Lake City,
Seattle, San Diego, Los Angeles. and Honolulu, as
we’ll as more than 70 other cities served by the
Nation’s No. I Airline,

Like People?

You’ll meet all kinds -- dowagers and debm
tante!). senators, and singers. actors and athletes.
And you will be part of a well-trained. carefully
chosen team of 20.000 United employees devoted
to serving the traveling public in the Rfainliner
manner.

Do You Meet These Qualifications? -mgle. 20. to 26
.,t
In I
.’ and .1:r* in height with
proportionate wt L1,1
11.ion corrective to 20/30
in each eye. An alliartise appearance and person.
p
and with either co
aleitryiente
college or public contact
c
ex.
Please contact United Air
Lines Employment Office located at Maintenance Base
north of San Francisco International Terminal. Monday through Friday, 8:30 to
1 pm. or call Juno 8-2424,
ext. ’2563 if the time is not
Cu
App191i,ciat:o.pnisma,cc,retpirteed at

UNIATiglit
CIWW7

l’atronize Our 1,1\ ,

place
orders
early .. .
allow
two week.,
for
delivery

COST . . . cheaper by the
dozen $1.56. Purchased individually they’re $.14

cpartan ecck cicte
. . . right on campus

Daily Report of Spartan Athletics

personal
cards

TO WHOM . . . prospective
employers, friends, family.
to those who said you’d never
make it.

In(1el)endents
liesu me l’ la N

cpartait SpoPtd

Results of Sunday’s Intramural track meet:
880 relayPhi Sigma Kappa,
Pi Kappa Alpha, Alpha Tau
Omega, Sigma Chi, and Delta Upsilon- -1:36.8.
Shot put
Reynolds (DU),
Smith (DU), Gould (SX ), Norman (SAE), Ming (SAE) --43’.
70 HH -- Hoy (ATO), 0210’
(SX), Wight (KT), Brightenboker ( PSK), Karpen (PiKA), Wilson (SK)- :09.0.
1601.14
Hoy (ATO), Fields
(PSK), Hodgen (KT), Halsey
(ATO), Karpen ( PiKA):18.7.
352
Scott (PiKA),
FOguirtis
(MICA), Friborg (ATO), Fields
(PSK), Perriera ISX), Towle
(PSK):41.0.
680Evans (DU), Herb (KT),
Ortiand
ATO). Coolidge (SX),
Smart (SX)-1:31.3.
Broad Jump
Hodgen (I(T),
Voight (KT). Winters (PSK).
Halsey (ATO), Evans (DU) -21’
4".
Baseball throw Hill (DU),
Prutha (PiKA), Wheelan (SAE).
Yeager (SX), Bower ISAE)360’.
Discus
Zwieg (SX), Herb
(KT), Norman
(SAE), Craig
(ATO)-105’
1320Friborg (ATO), Carlson
(ATO), Herb
(KT), Coolidge
(SX), Ortland (ATO)---3:31.3.
Pole VaultLippa (PSK). Wilson (SX), Kentyel (SX), Ewieg
(SX)-12’ 6".
75
Aguiar (PSK ), Maheny
PSK), Hoggen (KT), Ma yford
(PIKA), Halsey (ATO):08.0.
180
Frgundas (P11(A-1, Egeland (DU), Winters (PSK), Aguiar (PSK), Mayford (PiKA)-:19.2.
High jump
Hoy (ATO).
Voight (KT), Wilson (SX), Alesandro (MCA), Karpen (PiKA)6’ 3".

Try Our Spring
SPECIALS
Root Beer
COFFEE
DONUTS
SAL ADS
SANDWICHES

12

SPECIAL’

Steak
Sandwich

Hot Plate Lunch 50c
Problems? ... Forget them

Orangeade

at

the

COOP

II
IURCERS

piAive
OPEN ’TIL Al’44114tMIDNIGHT

Chili Beans
Ice Cream
French

Burger

Datre 4

SPARTAN DAILY
Wednesddy. May IS

Gifts . . .
for friends

Gifts . . .
for yourself
CoSlUTP

jewelry
figures
Music
boxes

rn,

rgy;

12 W. San Antonio Street
CYpress 2-3923

FOUNTAIN
SERVICE
Light Lunches

across from
the Student Union
Open 6 n,,,s a Week

utch
.lunchecnette
183
EAST SAN FERNANDO

AV4
AMERICAN
AIRLINES
dg

Do you like to
travel?
It you are single, between 1111/2
and 2$1, there’s a splendid
opportunity uniting for you.
Along uith its current
expansion, American Airlines
nerd% many more attractive
stewardesses. l’ou must be 5’2"
to 5’7" in height, 131111m. or
leas in proportion to height
%%Jib 20 50 eyesight or better
without correctne tensest.
Thane accepted hale FREE
TRAINING, excellent salaries,
liberal expense aecounts, and
the privilege of free travel.

Sparta Duos Tell
Of Engagements

co-ordinated
sportswear

Sororities Plan Socials
As Season Nears End

NANCY!

9 AM fo 3 PM
No phonr. calls, please

fire
76 W. SAN ANTONIO
between 1st and Market
CY 4-4341
Cosh--Lay-Awity-Cherg

STATE SHELL SERVICE
Featuring All -New

TCP--

Music Group
Pledges Ten
Neir Mein bers

Classified

MONDAY, MAY 20TH
DeAnza Hotel

1 %MILD.% CHI MTH
A water skiing r’xchange will be
held with Alpha Phi and Kappa
Tau next Saturday
On May 25 a barbecue dinner
and dance is scheduled to he held
at the Lambda Chi Alpha house.
PIII SIGMA KAPPA
An exchange With Delta Gamma
has been planned by Phi Sigma
for tonight.
New officers elected at Monday
night’s meeting are as follows:
Ron Rico, president: Don Britten.
bucher, vice-p resi den t; John
Aguiar, secretary; Dave Towle,
treasurer: Al RussI, social chairman; Bruce Bush, rushing pairman; Ted Terzakis. house manager; Paul Bush, chaplain; Mac
Raney, pledge master and Pete
Marshall, sentinel.
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Final plans for the annual South
Seas Dance to be held at the Saba
in
Saturday are being
made. A pre-dance party will be
held at Les Davis’ cabin in Santa
Cruz. A dinner, south sea style,
will be served late in the evening.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon pledges recently were successful in capturing fraternity president Maynard
McCray for their sneak to Carmel.
DELTA SIGMA PHI
Delta Sigma Phi will hold their
second pre-Sailor’s Ball function
on Saturday, May 18 instead of the
Previously planned date. due to
Centennial activities. The function
will be held at Adobe Creek Lodge
and will consist of an all day outing with swimming, a barbecue
and an evening dance.
Action has been started by the
Delta Sigs and the Delta Gammas
to help support LAITY Bruton in
his quest for the title of "Ugly
Man’: in the coming contest.
KAPPA ALPHA
"Save your Confederate money.
son, the South shall rise again" is
the Kappa Alpha theme song this
week. Tonight the members of-

I.R. Clisb Picnic
,

ficially secede from the Union
when they hold t h eir annual
parade delivery of their bids for
D4%* I
-1 HI Tl
rune the lnich of Barry Niclson.
Friday night’s 14th annual Dixie
Charlotte Whitmer blew out Ginn is a senior business major
Ball, to be held at the Sheraton.
the traditional candle at the Delta and Barry, who is a member of
Palace Hotel.
Gamma house Monday night to Delta Upsilon, is now in the Army.
Tomorrow night the rebels anti
announce her engagement to Rit- BIGGI61,-TREE
the southern belles will gather at
Senior journalism major Shelby
chit’ Da% idson. a Delta Sigma Phi
the Kappa Alpha house for coffee
at Cal Poly. Charlotte is a soptso- Tree announced her engagement
and dessert.
more radio-TV major and Ritchie to Spartan alumnus D. Clark
University of Calfiornia a n d
is a semor engineering major. Biggs Monday evening. A mobile
Stanford members join SJS Kappa
Both are from Modesto.
of hanging hearts, a ringing alarm
Alphas wearing southern gentleclock, and a newspaper with headHATLEN-NELSON
men or confederate officer uniLinda Nelson, a junior English lines of "Clark and Shelby- re
forms for the ball. Saturday the
major from Santa Rosa. announced ea led the couple’s engagement to
three schOols will gather fill’ swimher engagement to Orville 11.d. Shelby’s Kappa Alpha Theta soming and a barbecue.
Ien. a junior industrial relations rority sisters’ Biggs’
SIGMA CHI
who is j
major from Patterson. The tra- member of Delta Upsilon, is now
Sigma Chi will try for its second
box of candy was rsi,:ed
reportir on the Sacramento
Intercollegiate Frog Jump Chamto the girls at Walton Hall.
Bee.,
pionship this weekend at the anPOLLOCK-STORTZ
PUGH-CULLEN
nual Jumping Frog Jubilee in
ShirleN Stortz reeentb annotinThe brothers of Alpha Phi OmeAngels Camp, Calaveras County.
cod her engagement to David Pol- ga serenaded Dale Cullen, Phi Mu
The San Jose Chapter, holders
lock, a graduate civil engineering and Dick Pugh, APhiO, Monday
of the coveted title in 1955, are
major at Stanfrod. Shirley is a night after their pinning was anreported to have a strong consenior education major. She is flounced. Dale is a junior edu tender in "Maidenform I". His
from San Jose and he is from cation major from Burlingame and
stablernate, "Perrnalift," finished
Ventura.
Dick is a senior general secondary
third last year.
NIELSON-BRESLIN
major from Winter.
Chairman of the local group is
Sunday the Kappa Alpha Theta MING-SEITZ
Joe Filice, with Ship Martin acting
house had its first wedding re- I Tharrel1 Ming announced his
as trainer.
ception when Virginia Breslin be- engagement to Diana Seitz re
THETA XI
cently. A June 15th wedding is
Theta Xi’s new fall semester ofplanned. He is affiliated with
ficers were recently elected. They
Sigma Alpha Epsilon. Both plan
are Bill Bjorge, president; Jim
to continue their studies at SJS
Williams, vice-president; Al Altnext year.
mann, treasurer, Torn Mason,
DERBYSHIRE--DART
house manager; Gary Nelson, soJoan Dart, a Gamma Phi Beta
cial chairman and Don Mattison,
at U.C., enchanged vows Monday
corresponding secretary.
Capris
with Ron Derbyshire, Delta LipPlans .for a South Sea Island
allots, at a creemony held in Ala.
Bermudas
dance to be held at the Theta Xi
meda. Ron is a graduate of SJS
house on May 25 and for an exand Joan is currently attending
Shorts
change beach party with Phi Mu
U.C.
a week from Friday are underway.
Blouses
MERRITT-CONSTANTINO
Bob Huebner is the Theta Xi
Nancy
Constantino,
Alpha
OmiSkirts
candidate
for thz Delta Gamma
cron Pi, announced her engageAnchor Man Contest,
ment to Paul Merritt, Alpha Phi
PI KAPPA ALPHA
Omega, at the AOPi Centennial
Bob Pace is the newly appointed
Alumni luncheon Saturday. MerPiKA athletic chairman.
ritt is a graduate of SJS and is
Representing the house in the
now serving with the Army in
Delta Gamma Anchor Man ConGermany.
test is Mickey Zabach. He also
was awarded t he outstanding
athlete award. This is the Harry
Beck award.
Receiving the outstanding member award was Al Corral.
The Lyndon Hotel in Los Gatos
ALPHA PHI
I will honor the active chapter at will be the scene of the PiKA
The Alpha Phis will entertain a tea to be held in the 10th street pledge dance Friday night.
their parents at a dinner Sunday house.
at the chapter house.
KAPPA ALPHA THETA
A water skiing exchange with
The annual Fathers Banquet will
Lambda Chi Alpha and Kappa Tau be held by the Kappa Alpha Thetas
will be held Saturday at Ander- Sunday. A steak dinner will climax
son Dam.
the day.
ALPHA OMICRON PI
KAPPA DELTA
455 E. William Street
Recognition roses we re preSunday the Mothers Club will
Near Tenth
sented to Pat Norris and Kitty honor the families of the KDs with
CraM for their chairmanship of a barbecue to be held at the chapOp. 10 ’til 7
Pledging was held Sunday evenPushcarts, to Pat Parkhill for her ter house.
CY 7-0380
ing for ten new members of Mu
direction of the Alum Day buffet,
Saturday evening the pledges Phi Epsilon, national honorary
and to Irene Woodworth as the will hold their "Beachcombers music sorority. The ceremony was
outstanding pledge of the month. Ball’ in the chapter house. Irene held at the home of President
CHI OMEGA
Stoliar is chairman of the event. Geraldine Stasko.
Ask to see
Final plans are being made by DELTA ZETA
Initaited were Sandra Ruck.
the pledges for the annual Knights
Sunday a tea will be held Margaret Fischer, Mary Pobanz.
Picnic to be held May 19 at Black- In honor of Mrs. Ruby Stitzel, the Marlene Rouse. Carol Campbell,
Atitirey:i
berry Farm. Highlight of the event DZ housemother. She has been Saundra King, Jo Ann Lynch.
is the initiation of this years wtih the chapter since its founding Karen Kirk. Margaret Sanfilippo,
BACK BACK ROOM Chi()
Knights who are FA King. in 1948, but is to retire this year. and Clorinda DiLonardo.
Ed Alario, Will Edgemond, Mr. W. Patti Havins is in charge of the
Refreshments were served as
C. Swenson. and Al Walburg.
the members listened to a tape
arrangements.
14117,)
recording of the Spring Concert.
DELTA GAMMA
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Delta Gamma pledges surprised
A banquet honoring the Kappa
16.95
the actives by taking their sneak fathers will be held Sunday at the
Three members of SJS’ 1948
up
early Saturday morning and taking Hotel De Anza under the chair- NCAA golf champions went on
the captured actives to Lafayete. manship of Jeanne Francisco.
to become professional golfers.
GAMMA PHI BETA
Pill MIT
They are Morgan Fottrel, Bobby
Sunday afternoon the pledges
Bobbie Bryson is chairman of Harris and Eli Barateau, Another
the retreat to be held this week- Spartan, Ken Venturi, also has
end at the chapter house. Work- made a name in professional cirshops and meetings will be held. cies.

You, the beautiful br4ie Choose your wedging gown now,
from complete selection at ...

INTERVIEWS
In San Jose

Fratern ittes Plan
ar les,
ances

Tunes Cars Perfectly

Complete auto maintenance
PARKING 7
1 p. it f you&
If laf for so,oI
Across Iron the Stedent
FOURTH and SAN FERNANDO

FOR RENT
1-rm, apt. w. kitch., bath, phone.
laundry. $120 for whole summer
vacation. (May be avail. for 1 yr.)
CY 4-6491 eves. 8-9.
Furn, apts, for college women.
CY 7-1706-CY2-5413. 547 S. 11.
WANTED
TYPING done In my home, term
papers, reports. ete. 530 It 6th.
Ni), 2. CY 4-a53.5.
Typing of all kinds. Mrs. M. Vernon. 487 N 2nd, CY 2-0772.
PERSON AI.
Lovely Kodeehromes of Flag..
Just received.
CY 4-4144.
_
LOST
I 8011 Lab. Bk. Taken from Coop
’Need important papers. PLEASE
mt. to Lost & Found. S. Union.
Lady Eight Wateh. Black cor7d
hand. Reward, Rm. 104. Dorothy
Kaucher.
!
_
Open at 1 P.M.
Win, A
Pers0nAt

Pine

7y"

HOUSE of PIZZA
DELICIOUS GOODIES
395 Almaden Ave. CY 7-9908
Nr the Ci.ic Auditorium

PATRONIZE YOUR

picnic Sp011S01 en
The
the Industrial Relations Club will.
be held Saturday at Club Almaden.
All IR majors and their friends
are invited. Election of officers
will be held, according to Ted
Lusk, president. Activities will include swimming and a barbecue
dinner.

ADVERTISERS

W. C. Lean Jeweler,
53 Years in saa

.11041.

First needS

- GOLDEN WEST

for

your
entertaining . . .

DRY CLEANERS
and
BACHELOR SERVICE
LAUNDRY
FAST SERVICE
In at 9 -Out at 5
25 S. 3rd
Open 7:30-6. Sat 7:30-1

MARY’S
Salon

of Sfy/e

(7067 to bottom)
SUMMER SONG
ELOQUENCE
SWEETHEART

ROSE

A Tradition for Quality’
in San Jose
1

hair takes on
life in the
hands c,f .7ur specialists.

W.
L

252 S. 2nd Street
CY 33051

LAN

CUM’ t er..1
N and JUNG

Open
Thurs. Nile

Since

1,914

First and Son Fernando

illz-n-ma

y olde

TAKE 4-10ME KITOHEN
Y - as: West 5ait Carlos St. 5a-11’ Jose

’PIZZA SuPrewe

,".’’%......’-"’..-laftitE 411
/ND. 44126E fili.tr
ITALIAN s5ALS5AGE - . _
1.05 I i 2.05
PePERONI -----------05 1.
2.05_
S-ALAA11.. . ... - - - 1 01 1.5
20,
L.INGUICA
1.70 2.20
11
MU5HROOM -------1.20
1.7,5
2
P,EEFArArkomier.. __ _ .
r.o
1.0
2.
ANCHOVIE .... . .. . - . - I. I
1.1g 2.20
OLIVE
1.05
I. 5
2.05
FIZIDAY SPECIAL
’.35 2.00’ 2.5o
41usitroora, 01.%ee, Abtchovie)
1.55 2.4o 3.00
COMBINATION

IA.
fvERYoNE!<

OcktrPin4 4:4 Drrf

6

maxte, (Arid(

KINDS of FINEST CHEESE oil _Vt4CH AND):Thi
CluAL.iry
CALL IS’

Min.luTES
CALL-THECYPgEss 375040 13EfiSTRe
You
up/

,caoss
2

CITY -FL’S
5-reErr -12.c)^.4 GARAGE

TfLq,6_,Ly

12 696EP-7-,05pAy4

To
NIEEK0,4 y
.5,1.1h10AY

A

TO
"FIZipAy
SAToRogy

10410044111C120:441,10:.":".1,4:.:50409
Olt

(F

e,Like

MAUER’S CAFETERIA
Spring

See end Buy What You Like
OPEN
Complete Dinners
We Specialize
7 DAYS A WEEK
Just
In Homemade
11:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
1.00 to 1.50
Desserts
175 SOUTH FIRST - ACROSS FROM KRESS

time
is
M.G.
eime

LOSE WEIGHT
Guaranteed Results in 30 Days
REDUCE
YOUR
WAIST

REDUCE
YOUR
THIGHS

REDUCE
YOUR I
HIPS

british motor center ltd.
2 I 8 0 w, san carlos
CY 3-3635

BUST DEVELOPMENT

Personal Instruction Only
In The Newest and Finest Gym in San Jose

San Jose Health Club
V,L
L IKAPR(’)VimiNT
_o\AI.N1
413 E. Santa Clara St,
CY 7-3251
ALSO STUDIOS AT 736 *4TH ST., OAKLAND

open eve, ’CI 9

